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Introduction

It all started with three friends in
Sweden and their idea to match
students with companies in need
of part-time staff. Today, more than
twenty years later, AW Group consists
of several companies working in six
different countries. As we grow, our
responsibility and ability to do good in
the world grow as well. We want to be
a company that has a positive impact
and contributes as best as we can
toward building a better society.
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We are AW Group
Our companies share a common history and a joint future.
We share the same vision, we are driven by the same core values,
and we always help each other move forward. We are AW Group.

We believe in the potential for brilliance that resides in all human
beings. Given the chance, people are eager to grow. This belief has
guided us from the start, and we attribute much of our success
to it. Understanding and rewarding ambition are also central to
our corporate philosophy. By surrounding ourselves with ambitious
people, we have gone from a small start-up to an international
business family.
We build our business on great people and our success is purely the
result of attracting the right candidates, co-workers, and consultants.
We believe that we can help businesses to develop and grow by helping
people develop and grow themselves. That is why our mission is:
We make people grow.

1998
Sweden

2007
Norway

2008
Finland, Denmark,
Germany

2014

The beginning of the journey

Switzerland

More than twenty years ago, in 1998, three friends in Sweden had
an idea to bring their schoolmates together with companies in need
of part-time staff. That was the spark that ignited into the company
Academic Work.

2015

Academic Work was founded on the belief that people can grow
– at work and in life. It is our reason for being. This belief is as central
today as it was in 1998; what has changed is our scope and capacity
as a business and society builder.
Today, we have a much larger scope and capacity as a business and
contributor to society. AW Group is now present in six markets:
Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark, Germany and Switzerland.
What was once a single brand, has evolved into a one-stop-shop
ecosystem of partner companies called AW Group, consisting of
four different companies; Academic Work, Digitalent, AW Academy
and AW Executive Search.
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AW Academy

2016
Instajobs, AWX

2017
Happo, Digitalent

2019
AW Executive Search

Introduction

Together, we combine our shared expertise in developing people and
businesses through building skills, processes, technology and data to
deliver our clients’ talent needs across several areas: Young Professionals,
Experienced Professionals, Life-Long Learning, Technology Solutions and
HR Services.

Our companies
Academic Work – Our core recruitment and staffing company brand
for developing young professionals, with operations in six countries.
AW Academy – Our next-generation school that offers accelerated
learning in business sectors experiencing urgent skill shortages such
as IT, tech and finance.

LULEÅ

AW Executive Search – Our company focusing on recruiting
experienced and skilled executive managers, on a permanent
or interim basis, in the middle-management segment.

UMEÅ
TRONDHEIM

SUNDSVALL

Digitalent – A new breed of IT consultancy focusing on meeting
clients’ combined needs for talent growth and senior expertise
and leadership in today’s world of digital disruption.

GÄVLE
BORLÄNGE
OSLO

UPPSALA

KARLSTAD
VÄSTERÅS
ÖREBRO

LINKÖPING
GOTHENBURG
JÖNKÖPING

AW Group in numbers during 2019
Number of internal employees (full-time): 1.095
Revenue: 382 MEUR
EBITDA: 8,05%
Community investments: 245.966 Euro

COPENHAGEN

HAMBURG

MUNICH
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Introduction

A word from the CEO
A lot happened during 2019, both globally
and at AW Group. It was a year we made
important investments in new technologies,
that will improve many aspects of our
business. These technical improvements
will reward our employees with refined
system support and efficiency while
enhancing both the client and consultant
experience with faster recruitment processes
and even better matching accuracy.

projects in Zambia and encourage our
employees to get involved in local social
projects.

We have big ambitions in everything we do,
and sustainability is no exception. We want
to be a company that has a positive social
and environmental impact on the world.
We want to be a positive force in society,
in helping our clients and in building careers
for our employees and consultants. When
our business grows, our power to change
things for the better grows with it. We are
happy to see our smaller markets continue
to grow and contribute to our overall results.
We continue to invest in long-term social

I'm proud of our efforts during the year.
We are committed to continuing our hard
work to be a sustainable group of companies. And I'm glad to see our employees
feel the same way about contributing to
a sustainable future.

We have focused on the environmental
aspect of sustainability by setting new
goals, guidelines, and structures to control
our CO2 emissions even further, and during
spring 2020 we will compensate for all
of our known CO2 emissions from 2019.

Johan Skarborg
CEO of AW Group
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About this report
This report covers the entire AW Group and is intended for all our
stakeholders, both internal and external. The purpose of this report
is to communicate our work in personal, social, environmental, and
financial sustainability. We also share our view on human rights and
anti-corruption.
GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) is an independent, international
organization that has produced a set of standards on sustainability
reporting. The GRI Standards are focused on how companies
communicate their impact on sustainability issues with regards to
stakeholders and what they deem important. This report is inspired
by the GRI Standards’ Core option but has not been certified by an
external reference. Our agenda for sustainability is derived from a
continuous dialogue with our various stakeholders. We have used
those discussions to assess topics within the GRI sustainability
framework that best apply to AW Group.

Across AW Group, we have always worked
with sustainability in mind, but in 2018,
we started to put a more strategic focus
on our sustainability work, and in 2019,
we implemented some of those strategies
across AW Group. The scope of the numbers
presented in this report will vary. Many
written examples are taken from Sweden,
our main market.
For us, this report is a chance to summarize
our yearly performance as it relates to
sustainability and to discover gaps that
need our attention.
The reporting period stretches from
January 1st – December 31st, 2019.

A word from the acting Head of Corporate
Social Responsibility
During 2019, we enacted an array of work in sustainability and are expecting to continue our efforts
in this important arena in 2020. With sustainability being a high priority on our agenda, it has become
easier to integrate it more into our business model. We see that issues regarding sustainability are
being discussed more frequently in the management at a national level, and it has become a part
in decision-making companywide, just as we aimed for. As our smaller markets continue to grow,
we see an increased need for their involvement in local activities related to sustainability, both socially
and environmentally. During 2020, we will work towards increasing collaboration between our markets
in matters of sustainability in order to exchange ideas and achieve stronger best practices.
We will keep sharing knowledge and inspiration with our employees and encourage them to take part
in this journey. All efforts count. And we are glad to share an understanding for the importance of
continuously improving our sustainability work in 2020 and beyond.
Maria Eliasson
Acting Head of Corporate Social Responsibility, AW Group
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A better
future for all
In 2015, world leaders agreed to take action towards 17 Sustainable
Development Goals in order to put the world on a better path by 2030.
These goals aim to fight poverty, inequality and address the urgency
of climate change. Guided by these goals, it’s now up to everyone –
governments, businesses, and world citizens – to reach this achievement.

AW Group fully supports each of the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) set by the United Nations. We believe that many of
the 17 goals are relevant to our company, to various extents. Our
six highlighted goals below are those we find most relevant to our
business and our vision for the impact we can have in our industry
and society at large.
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Stakeholder dialogue
AW Group has many mechanisms to communicate with our different
stakeholders, both from an internal and external perspective.
We use a variety of surveys to gain a broader understanding of
the experiences and perspectives of our clients, consultants,
and co-workers.
The input we get from these groups gives us valuable information
and confirms that we set the right targets for our work. One way
to gain knowledge about our main target group, young professionals,
is through the Young Professional Attraction Index (YPAI), one
of our self-conducted surveys. It is held annually in collaboration
with Kantar Sifo/TNS and gives us and our clients valuable insights
about this young generation. Other surveys we use to assess
additional areas of interest, will be described further on in this
report.
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Summary 2019

We started a new company
during 2019 AW Executive Search

10.335

Number of jobs we’ve created for young professionals in 2019 through Academic Work

We implemented a
new environmental
governance model and
new guiding principles

We are changing our
cars into electrical
hybrid cars

We have been eating
more vegetarian
food at work and
events

We created new careers for

Powered by People,
AW Group

Employer of
the year 2019

616
persons through AW Academy

We donated 1%
of our net profit
to community investments in social projects

Most satisfied clients
9 years in a row
The Hunt,
Academic Work Norway

Recruitment
Agency of the
year 2019

SKI, Academic Work Sweden

71 in client NPS
382 M€ in revenue
We took part in
Oslo & Helsinki
Pride in 2019

95% of our co-workers
are proud of working
for AW Group

We have invested
in new technology

People & Society

2

People & Society
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People & Society

Social sustainability is about our impact
and contribution to society. We want to
contribute to a strong society and inspire
others to do the same. We believe in
constantly developing and evolving our
organization and our methods of working.
We aim to improve in smart, new ways
and to create job opportunities for
a more dynamic labor market. We also
believe new perspectives, knowledge
and technologies will help develop more
efficient ways to meet future needs.
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Respecting
human rights
Recognizing our responsibility to respect and defend human rights
in all aspects of our business is an intrinsic part of AW Group’s culture.
As a powerful company in our sector and, thus, an important leader,
we want to set high standards for ourselves as well as for others.

Our values
Everything we do within AW Group is guided
by our core values: Share Energy, Beat
Yesterday, and Show Heart. They are the
essence of who we are and what we do.
They also guide us in how we manage
change, share best practices, and show
respect for one another and the people
around us. These core values are integrated
in our code of conduct that applies to
all of our co-workers and consultants,
as well as suppliers.

Our code of conduct integrates the United
Nations’ Global Compact Principles and
ILO’s fundamental conventions of human
rights at work: freedom of association
and effective recognition of the right to
collective bargaining, the elimination of
forced or compulsory labor, the abolition
of child labor, and the elimination of
discrimination in respect to employment
and occupation.

Read about potential risks concerning human rights →
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Best place
to work
AW Group is driven by a shared purpose: to build business on
great people and to make people grow. Creating and developing
a strong, positive corporate culture is one of our central long-term
ambitions. This is how we become the best place to work*.

Engaged co-workers
Engaged co-workers is at the core of our
strategy and our most important asset.
In order to perform their best at work,
we know our co-workers must enjoy their
workplace and feel that AW Group is a place
where they can build a successful career.
We believe engaged co-workers contribute
to a positive culture, which in turn facilitates
better collaborations and encourages a
better workplace for everyone. We define
engagement as the emotional commitment
an employee has to the organization
and its goals.

Having a sense of purpose and a desire
to meaningfully contribute to the organization is key in creating high engagement.

I want to build a company
where everyone feels they
wouldn't want to work
anywhere else.
Johan Skarborg
CEO of AW Group

Internal employees (full-time) in numbers: (31st of Dec 2019)
Numbers of full-time employees: 1.095
Number of new hires: 331
Employee turnover: 27%

Average age of employees*: 30,5 years
Median age of employees*: 29 years

GRI 401 – 1 New employees and employee turnover

GRI 405 – 1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees

* Switzerland is excluded from this data

* This section of the report refers to internal employees only.
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We are data-driven
We measure employee engagement in a
number of ways, the most significant being
our yearly employee survey. It is conducted
by an external company, which gives us an
accurate benchmark and ensures anonymity. The results are analyzed from a corporate level down to the team level and guide
us in our practices across the company.
In addition to the yearly employee survey,
we have a more frequent survey that
measures engagement on a weekly basis.

90

Engagement index – Benchmark 86 *
The emotional commitment to
AW Group and our strategic goals.

Energy
Unfocused

Satisfied

2019

60%
Benchmark

3%

First-class leadership
One of the keys to encouraging employee
engagement is first-class leadership. We
define first-class leadership as the ability
to achieve results by balancing clarity and
energy. It’s also about understanding and
managing behaviors and situations with
strong communication.
Leadership development and management
succession planning is crucial for a fastgrowing company like ours. We need
managers with the ability to set ambitious
goals, recognize potential and motivate
team members. They also must improve our
everyday performance and be supportive
of future career choices.
We believe in every individuals’ abilities,
which is why we give our new co-workers
big responsibilities early on. Many of our
co-workers become managers for the first
time while working with us. This means we
need to thoroughly support and train our
managers, ensuring they have the tools
they need to succeed.

Engaged

Disengaged

31%
Passengers

1%

68

5%

Clarity

eNPS – Benchmark 51*
Engaged co-workers are more likely
to recommend their workplace.

How likely is it that you would
recommend AW Group to
a friend as a place to work?

Detractors

Passives

Not at all likely

* We compare our results with the 10% most highly performing companies from
the supplier’s database consisting of 96000 responses from 25 organizations.
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Promoters

Extremely likely

People & Society

Powered by People,
AW Group

Employer of
the year 2019

89

Leadership index – Benchmark 83*
A summary of the managers
communication skills.
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In 2019, we focused on developing leadership training that would be accessible
to all our employees while improving and
updating current training programs by
adding more process skills. We have also
strengthened our succession planning
strategy and are currently developing a
new set of best practice within this field.
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We aim to recruit the majority of our
managers internally. In this way, we show
our employees that we care about their
professional development. This helps
to build a culture of trust, which in turn
increases engagement and encourages
employees to remain with our company.
We work actively on succession planning
to ensure we have a strong manager
pipeline that supports our growth.

Read about potential risks concerning internal employees →
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Career, growth
& development
We recruit and develop employees who want to contribute to the future
of AW Group by constantly challenging them along with our existing
structures. Having committed co-workers is crucial to operating an
effective organization. All AW Group companies must be companies
where people can grow, develop and build successful careers.

Learning and development
To support our co-worker’s development,
we provide them with learning and development customized for the role they are in.
The learning methods include for instance
digital learning activities, peer-to-peer
learning and on-site training. In 2019, we
also extended development opportunities
to our co-workers based on their individual
preferences and needs, which gave them
the power to pursuit their own development
to a greater extent. By providing our
co-workers with tools to support selfdevelopment they can customize their
growth to thrive towards professional,
as well as personal goals. This gives our
co-workers the chance to either deepen
their knowledge and skills in existing roles
or prepare themselves for future career
preferences.

81

Career Development
Index result for 2019 *

including inspiring interviews with co-workers about their
career paths. We also introduced new tools to help managers
support their co-worker’s career ambitions, allowing them to set
activities and targets that help every employee achieve their own
career goals.
The launch of our global mobility program is another initiative we
have to promote international career development. AW Group's
growth plan encourages and enables employees to go abroad and
carry their competencies, cultures, and best practices across
borders. The program is our way of supporting mobility, exploration,
and exchange of knowledge within AW Group. It consists of
a global mobility policy, guidelines, and a support function.

Internal career opportunities
We expect our co-workers to play an active
role in their own development and career
ambitions. Over the last year, we have
enacted several initiatives to support them
along the way. In the beginning of the year,
we launched new career articles on our
Intranet Home with the purpose to visually
represent the great amount of career
opportunities we offer within AW Group,

The total number of digital courses increased from 320 in
2018 to 565 in 2019. Digital programs and courses are now
accessible for all co-workers to develop their knowledge
and skills within topics ranging from communication and
leadership to self-development and project management.
GRI 404 – 2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition
assistance programs

* We have developed this index on our own, that's why we don't have an external bench.
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Fair & proper
employment conditions

For us, fair and proper employment conditions are fundamental
in achieving better business results. We follow legislation governing
the labor market conditions, compliant with all employee protection,
working conditions and compensation regulations, and best
practices. We offer market-oriented wages and make provisions
for pensions based on collective or local agreements.

Pension contributions
Indicator

2017

2018

2019

% of salary contributed

6,4%

7,1%

7,2%

GRI 201 – 3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans
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Contributing to a sustainable
dynamic labor market
Our mission statement is We make people grow. Creating jobs, developing
people and building careers is our core business. We believe in ambition
and potential before experience, an approach that enable new talent to
enter the labor market. We know that these assets can take AW Group
far as a company while strengthening both our consultants and clients.

Academic Work – Supporting young professionals
and job creation
Ever since the foundation of our first company, Academic Work,
in 1998, our target group has been young professionals. Young
professionals can be students or recent graduates in search of
their first real job or those seeking their second or third job with
an ideal client. We see it as our mission to help companies and
organizations realize the impact young professionals can have
on their businesses and development. What they might lack in
formal experience, they make up for in cutting-edge knowledge
and ambition. This makes them a crucial investment for any
employer. We help our clients understand the limitations of young
professionals, but, more importantly, see their potential to grow.

The labor market is hard to enter for
people with limited experience, and
youth unemployment is still a big
problem in Europe. Many have trouble
getting a job after graduation since a
majority of organizations try to replace
employees with candidates who possess
the same level of experience. We promote
a more dynamic labor market where new
competencies and jobs can be created
in an efficient way to fill both current
and future competency gaps, in sync
with future retirements waves.

Diana Wong started her career at Academic Work Sweden and describes her journey like this:

My Academic Work journey started when I was a student. I was offered a part-time
position as an administrator, but the role was quickly adapted to my competence
and ambition. After graduation, I continued my career as a project assistant at
the same company. This was followed by a HSEQ support position at another
company, at which I was also taking part in a training program co-designed by
Academic Work. Later, I was employed as a specialist and now, years later, I still
work here, but now as a HSEQ coordinator. Academic Work was my intermediary
into the labor market — for that, I’m very grateful today!
Diana Wong
Previous consultant at Academic Work Sweden
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AW Academy – Accelerated learning
There are many challenges to overcome when transitioning from
student to young professional or towards a new career. However,
the labor market is constantly transforming as well. Many individuals
wish to shift careers or upgrade their skills after a few years
of working experience. This could be a student with a lengthy
academic background and successful career, a young person with
no previous higher education, a career shifter, an upskiller, or a new
talent in a country having a hard time entering the labor market.
The common denominator is often the intrinsic motivation to work
hard for a new flourishing career. Our school AW Academy, providing
accelerated learning attracts this particular target group, making
a turn toward a new career.

Digitalent – Stronger digital expertise
The comprehensive digitalization taking place globally has led
to a labor market largely depending on IT businesses’ strongest
driver of growth. The continued growth of the digital sector is
however threatened by the lack of expertise. Today, there is a
shortage of both newly graduates and more senior people with
the skills the labor market demands. Our IT consultancy company,
Digitalent, offers the combination of junior developers from
Academic Work and highly experienced IT consultants and
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leaders with expertise in digital development
and agile work methods. With access to
both of these groups from Digitalent and
Academic Work, our clients can run
advanced technical projects and ensure
their long-term competence supply at
the same time.

AW Executive Search –
Bridging senior management
The latest member of AW Group,
AW Executive Search focuses on recruiting
experienced and skilled executive managers
on a permanent or interim basis in the
middle-management segment. The pace
of change in today’s organizations can often
lead to a shortage of talented mid-tier to
senior management executives. To fill this
gap, our senior consultants at AW Executive
Search help clients with search resources,
professional networks and senior recruitment expertise.

People & Society

Measuring effect and results
NPS (Net Promoter Score) is an internationally established metric
used to assess the loyalty of a firm’s customers. Every month,
we send a short survey to a systematically chosen group of clients
who we have recently done business with. NPS evaluates loyalty
through one simple question: “How likely are you to recommend
the companies within AW Group to a friend or a colleague?”
The main purpose of this survey is to get a sense of our client’s
satisfaction in working with us and whether we need to take
any immediate actions based on the results.

Result NPS – Client loyalty
Year

2017

2018

2019

Academic Work

66

69

71

AW Academy

–

–

100*

Digitalent

–

–

58

Year

2017

2018

2019

Academic Work

52

53

51

AW Academy

–

–

71

Digitalent

–

–

–

Result NPS – Consultant loyalty

SKI, Academic Work Sweden

Most satisfied
clients 9 years
in a row

Number of people we
helped to new jobs
through Academic Work:
2019

10 335
2018

11 976
2017

NPS is measured on a scale of -100 to +100
*Academic Work is the Client

11 004
GRI 203 – 2 Significant indirect
economic impact

Read about potential risks concerning our consultants →
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Building skills
& competence
There is a big need for certain skills in the labor market, especially
within IT and technology. That is why we founded AW Academy,
who offer Accelerated Learning Programs with the intention to
build the skills that those industries need while boosting the
careers of truly ambitious people.

While investment in new technologies offers
businesses the opportunity to grow, a lack
of skills in those areas creates a bottleneck
in the process. There are increasing skills
gaps and mismatches related to digital
and key enabling technologies like AI.
Predictions shows that 500 000 people
with the right IT skills will be missing from
the labor market by the year 2022 in Europe.
When industries are changing and skills gaps
are growing, resulting in jobs changing or
disappearing, it is important to create new
pathways for people to reskill and upskill.
AW Academy is an initiative to fill this skill
shortage. AW Academy tailors intensive
training for industries where the lack of
qualified candidates is growing in areas
such as IT, technology and finance. In 2019,
AW Academy launched in Norway and
is now operating in four of our markets:
Sweden, Finland, Germany and Norway.

After 12 weeks of training, tailored to the
needs of each client and/or the industry,
the consultants get full-time employment
at Academic Work and start contributing
as consultants immediately.
The Swedish Transport Administration is
one of the organizations that AW Academy
Sweden provided with IT-skilled consultants
in 2019.
We are very proud to beat the labor market
average of women in the IT/Tech industry,
with an average of 35% women in our
programs, compared to the average
percentage in Europe of 24,9%.
(Source: Women in the Digital Age).

Through AW Academy, we have been able
to provide opportunities for more people
to enter the IT industry's labor market.
Katarina Svartling
HR Partner Trafikverket (The Swedish Transport Administration), Borlänge Sweden
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Derya Gözsüz, graduate from AW Academy Germany,
describes her time at AW Academy like this:

The 12 weeks were very intense, exciting
and challenging. However, our AW Academy
class was not only a team but also a family.
Now I'm working as a project coordinator
as an interface between architects and
project managers, and that's perfect for me.
Derya Gözsüz
Consultant, AW Academy Germany
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I think that the low percentage of women
in the IT industry (27% in Finland) can partly
be explained by social structures and the
thought that there are “women’s and men’s
work.” This is actually a bit ironic, as the first
programmers ever were women.
Sanna-Kaisa Launonen
Consultant, Academic Work Helsinki

Graduated consultants AW Academy Group 2016–2019
700

616

600
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500
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2016
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Norway

Germany
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28
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Sweden
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Diversity &
equal opportunity
We know that diversity enriches our business and provides better
opportunities for development. We believe that differences among
people create a dynamic work climate that nurtures new ideas and
perspectives on how we do things.
Against discrimination and
toward diversity
We work to prevent and reduce discrimination within AW Group. We aim to create
and maintain a work environment in which
everyone feels accepted, regardless of
their ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,
religion or age. As an equal opportunities
employer, we do not discriminate on any
grounds. We work to ensure every employee
has the same opportunities to develop and

get training, career development, and
promotions. This approach defines our
business and is integrated into our core
values, which naturally encourage tolerance
and diversity.
As a leading player within the staffing and
recruitment industry, Academic Work
Sweden can contribute to deeper societal
diversity and equality. To do that, we need
to understand how our actions affect our
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decisions in the recruitment process.
In doing so, we pay regard to perspectives
on inclusivity, anti-discrimination, and
human rights.

Academic Work Sweden is connected to Almega’s
service of faster handling of work permits, which
helps both the candidate hired by Academic Work
as a consultant and the client with a faster
recruitment process.

One way of increasing diversity and
inclusiveness in our work and collaborations
is by challenging our clients when they
require candidates being fluent in Swedish.
In November 2019, 47 adverts (5,5%) out
of 845 jobs posted on our website didn’t
have any requirements for Swedish. We
will continue to challenge our clients and
promote more open-minded perspectives
in this matter in order to promote diversity
in the labor market.

recruitment processes by clearly highlighting the competencies
required for a given position. The assessment of competencies
provides a more objective view, so the recruiter has little discretion
to favor one candidate over another, subsequently reducing bias.
We also have the option of adding screening tests in the first
steps of our recruitment process, which help us select the right
candidates without knowing anything about their backgrounds.

Our recruitment method

Reducing bias

In our recruitment processes, we look
at favorable behaviors desired within the
organization, because that is what predicting future job performance really comes
down to. Over 100 years of research in the
field of recruitment psychology agrees with
us. This is why we use the best recruitment
method on the market to assess behaviors
– the behavioral descriptive interview
technique. This recruitment method is
intended to be more fair than other

AW Academy has taken this competency-based recruitment
method even further. The recruitment processes start with
anonymous tests. There are no requirements for prior education
nor work experience, which makes the use of resumés obsolete.
Instead, before the recruitment process begins, we make sure
to do a thorough work analysis and create a requirement profile,
focusing on what type of behaviors, personality, mental ability,
and motivation is needed for the position. During the process,
we match these criteria to our candidates’ assessments in the
tests and interviews. This way, the risk of discrimination is
drastically reduced and has already led to increased cognitive
diversity amongst candidates and graduated consultants.

In 2019 we had zero instances of
discrimination being notified to
the Swedish Equality Ombudsman.
There were zero cases of discrimination for our other markets within
AW Group.
GRI 406 – 1 Incidents of discrimination and
corrective actions taken
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Gender equality in managerial positions
Men

For AW Group, our gender equality goal means a 40%/60% gender
distribution at all levels in our organization.

Women

17%

38%
25%

100%

17%

40%

60%
83%
75%

2018

2018

2018

83%

62%
2019

2019

2019

Board

Group Management

Managing Directors

22%
40%

35%

35%

35%
40%
60%

65%

65%
60%

65%
2018

2018

2019

2019

2019

Management

Branch Managers

All Managers

2018

78%

39%
38%

62%
61%
2018

2019

All
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Gender equality
We know that diversity is proven to advance
innovation, performance and employee
engagement. We strive to be an organization
with equal gender representation at all
levels of the company among our employees.
We have set our gender equality goal to
a 40-60% interval of spread between
men and women. What we see is that the
prevalence of women at AW Group is not
reflected in the representation of women
among the senior management positions.
We want to address this imbalance and
continue working toward a more genderequal workplace at all levels.
Looking back, in 2016 we had zero female
Managing Directors. Three years later,
in 2019, 38% of our Managing Directors
were women. In the management category,
we had 24% women in 2016, which has
risen to 40% in 2019. The recruitment of
Lena Olving as Chairman of the Board of
AW Group is another sign of this positive
trend. While we saw progress in some
management levels, we also noticed
setbacks in other categories, such as the
representation of women among Branch
Managers declining from 31% in 2016 to
22% women in 2019.

We can see that our identified replacers
for senior management positions to
a large extent are women. This tells
us that the gender imbalance in
higher management positions has
the potential to adjust over time.
Caroline Nikander
Head of Management Development & Succession, AW Group

Due to the imbalance of gender distribution in higher
management positions, in 2020 we will:
• Even further strengthen our recruitment process by implementing
tests (personality & GMA) as a mandatory part of all internal
recruitment processes. Tests in combination with competencybased interviews will decrease the influence of biased judgment
and improve our ability to make informed hiring decisions based
on set requirement profiles.
• Increase awareness and competence in equality, diversity, and
inclusion through training for managers and other co-workers
to ensure qualitative gender equality.
• Set clear target levels on Country and Branch management level
with frequent follow ups by Group Management to ensure gender
equal management teams.
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Increasing integration
– Job Preparation Program
Academic Work Sweden encourages increased integration
with a Job Preparation Program initiative.

Job Preparation Program
The Job Preparation Program aims to
contribute to increased integration and
lower unemployment among immigrant
Swedes. We believe the program has the
potential to change the lives of individuals
and their families. Getting a job means a
chance to learn the language and culture
of a new country, to make friends, and

to be accepted as an equal citizen.
Through this project, employee volunteers
help newly arrived academics through
a combination of classroom training and
personal coaching sessions intended to
maximize the potential of these candidates
securing jobs.

Result so far
Cities

Number of
participants

Full time occupation within
3 months after finishing the program

Stockholm 2017
Göteborg 2017
Stockholm 2018
Malmö 2018
Göteborg 2018
Stockholm 2019

14
3
15
7
10
14

75%
100%
80%
71%
78%
79%
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Strengthening livelihood
– engagement in Zambia
Education remains an inaccessible right for millions of children
around the world. Every year since 2004, we donate one percent
of our net profit to education-related charity projects in Zambia.
We call it the One Percent Movement.

Most of our donations go to Response
Network, an NGO which focuses on
helping the local population in Zambia.
The organization is regulated by established
processes for annual budgeting, reporting,
and follow-up, as well as an annual external
audit. Response Network manages all its
projects on-site, and there are three main
ongoing projects.

Since 2004, AW Group has supported
the building of 56 schools, 89 classrooms,
and 18 teachers’ houses. These schools
provide education for more than 10.000
kids daily. In 2019 we have focused on
extending the existing schools reassuring
a high quality before building new schools.

Community Education Program
The Community Education Program takes
place in the rural areas of Livingstone where
there is no electricity, no public transportation, and no functioning infrastructure.
Most of the people living in these areas are
self-sufficient farmers and are very poor.
The program is based on a self-help philosophy and provides community education
and workshops that empower people to
understand their rights and how to solve
many of their problems without depending

on donations. Our support focuses on
giving children access to basic education
through helping their communities
understand the importance of education.
When a community has gotten enough
information and know-how from Response
Network, and when locals are ready to start
the project, they are provided material
to build a school and teachers’ house
in the village.

GRI 201 – 1 Direct economic value generated and distributed

245.966
Community investment during 2019
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During the trip, I got to learn about their culture, how people
live and what challenges and dreams they have. I also learned
a lot about Response Network and what amazing work they
do in Zambia every day. The trip reminded me not to take
things for granted, not to complain about small things and
to continue engaging in helping those in need. You realize
that we in Sweden are fortunate and live comfortably.
Rebecca Ahlgren
Academic Work Sweden, Linköping
(Participated in the trip to Zambia in November 2019)
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The Sponsorship Program
- Kubala (Reading) Girls
Response Network also runs Kubala Girls,
an education sponsorship program for
orphans and vulnerable girls. Sponsors
from five countries help orphaned girls to
take part in education in order to improve
their knowledge and become more
integrated in the community.
The program depends on funding from
employees within AW Group who donate
one percent of their net salary every
month. The money provides scholarships
to girls who have no family to pay for their
school fees. Most of these children have
been orphaned as a result of the HIV/AIDS
crisis. Response Network identifies children
with a need for sponsorship through
contacts with schools and families.

I decided to become a Kubala girl sponsor because
I realized how lucky I was to be born in a country
without major challenges to face every day.
In our lives, we take a lot of things for granted when
others couldn’t even imagine it. So as soon as
I heard of the Kubala girls project, I jumped at the
opportunity to help to make a real difference for
someone with a small donation.
Sacha Winkelmann
Consultant Manager, Academic Work Geneva

The sponsorship pays for school fees,
uniforms, and other materials needed for
basic and secondary education (grades
1–12). The program is run by trained staff
with a deep passion for education.

Indicator

2017

2018

2019

Number of employee sponsors for the Kubala Girls Program

188

215

224

Number of girls within the Kubala Girls Program *

672

576

611

* The declined number of girls in relation to the higher number of sponsors in 2018
was due to increased school fees and unbalance in the budget. In 2019 a few boys
were included in the program as well.

Read about potential risks concerning society →
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Skills training and tertiary training
The desired goal for the girls in this
sponsorship program is for them to earn
their own living by finding employment
or starting their own small businesses.
In order to achieve this, they will need to
continue their educational journey into
university, college or training that can
provide them with a specific skill. Since
2017, we have started sponsoring skills
training and tertiary training for some

of the girls within the sponsorship
program and for selected people in
the villages. The skills training can include
catering, tailoring and electrical skills etc.
We are waiting on the latest report of
the outcome of skills training during
2019 to analyze the outcome of the
training and how to continue improving
the projects in resulting in a job either
part- or full-time for as many as possible
of the participants.

Indicator

2017

2018

2019

Total

Number of Kubala Girls in Skills training

62

25

21

108

Number of Community members in Skills training

15

8

10

33

Number of Kubala Girls in Tertiary training (3-year diploma)

5

4

5

14

Grand total

155

GRI 203 – 2 Significant indirect economic impact

The story about Godfridah
Godfridah participated in skills training and was sponsored by Kubala Girls between grades 9–12.
My name is Godfridah Machile. I am 24 years old. I am the firstborn in a family of three
girls. I am a double orphan having lost my mother in 2005 and my father in 2010. When
my dad passed away, my siblings and I were taken care of by my aunt. She was very
welcoming and tried everything possible to make it as comfortable as possible for us.
However, she already had four children of her own which made it difficult for her to pay
for our school fees. In 2017, I was lucky when I was offered the opportunity by Response
Network to take skills training with support from AW Group. This was at an institution
called the Youth Community Training Centre, and the course I took was catering. It gave
me practical skills and the chance to get a job in a lodge, where I now have worked
for 15 months as a qualified Chef, thanks to Response Network and AW Group!
Godfridah Machile
Chef
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People & society positive
initiatives during 2019

Tillväxt Botkyrka (Growing Botkyrka)
Botkyrka is an area just outside Stockholm city where many immigrants
live, and the unemployment rate is high. The project, called Tillväxt
Botkyrka, started in 2018 with the goal of creating new jobs and
matching them with people in need of employment. The aim is to
enable integration and lower the unemployment rate in the area
by creating 1,000 new jobs in five years. Academic Work Sweden
is engaged as a pro-bono partner by offering our expertise within
different fields, supporting companies with growth potential and
connecting them with job-seeking citizens in Botkyrka. So far,
243 jobs have been created as of the end of 2019.

Work with pride
At AW Group, we support the human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and intersex (LGBTI) persons. The LGBTI community has
made great strides in advancing their legal rights in some countries,
while those rights remain unfortunately limited in others. In 2019,
Academic Work attended the Oslo and Helsinki Pride Parades in
support of the initiative and the LGBTI community. We firmly support
the important right of everyone being and loving whomever they want.

Homework assistance for children
We believe equal opportunity and quality education is a human right.
We also believe that small actions can have a big impact. In cooperation
with a small volunteer organization called International Acquaintances
(Internationella Bekantskaper), Academic Work Sweden helped start a
homework assistance initiative four years ago. It takes place in Rinkeby,
a suburb of Stockholm where many immigrants live. Once a week,
three to four volunteers from AW Group's offices in Stockholm visit
a school in Rinkeby to assist with children’s homework and give them
a chance to practice their Swedish. This activity was both initiated
and remains managed by our co-workers.
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Kodkollo – Digitalent introducing kids to coding!
Our IT consultancy, Digitalent, engages in nurturing interest in jobs
within the IT sector. In 2019, Digitalent arranged a coding event,
Kodkollo, for the second year in a row where children between the
ages of eight and eleven can explore their interest in programming.
The children were taught the programming language Scratch and
produced fully playable games together with leaders from Digitalent.
The event was again a huge success and will for sure become a
tradition.

AI and equality in media
In 2019, one of Digitalent's employees, Lisa Hamberg, took a year off
to start Ceretai, a diversity tech company, which works with artificial
intelligence to automatically analyze TV, film, and other media from
an equality perspective. In the year since its launch, the company has
already received attention from media outlets like Forbes and BBC.
During 2019 Digitalent hosted an equality breakfast with Ceretai as
guests where they shared their experiences and findings. The event
received an overwhelming amount of positive response, high participation, and general attention from the tech industry.

Equality survey
Diversity and inclusion continue to be prioritized matters for Digitalent.
In 2019, they launched an internal gender equality survey about how their
employees perceive equality in the company. It showed that 100% feel
that men and women have equal opportunity to make their voices heard
in the company, and 96% believe that Digitalent offers equal pay and
career development opportunities. The survey also showed that 40%
of respondents believe women take more responsibility for “hidden
tasks” like organizing and maintenance at the office, an issue we intend
to shine a light on and address going forward.

Coding for beginners
AW Academy had several initiatives in 2019 for contributing to social
sustainability. We held open events where we introduced people to IT
and programming. The last Coding for beginners event in Stockholm
had more than 60 participants.
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The planet is our home. We all have a
responsibility to preserve it for future
generations. Climate change is no longer
a distant threat but a harsh reality, and
we need to act now to curb its most
disastrous impacts. Governments,
companies, organizations, you, I and
everyone. We need to act, and AW Group
is committed to do so. Our environmental
work is driven by a sense of urgency and
a strong will to create a reality where
people and planet coexist in a sustainable
way for everyone around the globe.
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Our focus areas

Instead of seeing problems and financial
challenges when considering taking actions
to become climate neutral or climate
positive, we see opportunities. Above all,
we see no alternative to doing the best
we can to improve. Have we met our goals
yet? No. However, there was a lot of positive
progress in 2019. We work proactively
to reduce our climate impact by always
keeping the environment in mind in our
processes and daily work. We have chosen
to focus on finding energy-efficient
solutions, reducing our carbon dioxide
emissions, lowering our paper consumption,
and making sustainable purchases.
These are some of the areas where
we have an impact on the environment.

AW Group’s ambition is to become a
climate-positive company. To target a
specific year to achieve this goal by and
understand what actions we need to take
to get there, we still need a better grasp
of the data on any negative impact our
current operations may be having.
Niklas Dennerholt
Group Purchasing Manager, AW Group

We comply with all current environmental
laws and standards, but our goal is to
exceed them. Academic Work Sweden
is certified according to ISO 14001,
which helps us continuously improve
our sustainability work and encourage
our other companies and markets to
reduce our environmental impact.
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Energy consumption
& emissions
CO2 emissions from company cars
Using cars for transport is a necessity for
many of our employees. But at each office,
bicycles and public transportation cards
are offered as alternatives. We're always
asking that environmental impacts are
kept in mind when choosing means of
transport, per our guiding principles.

CO2 emissions from
company travel (new)
In late 2018, we started using a travel agent
for all our company travel (airplane, train,
and hotel). Since 2019, the first year
we measured CO2 emissions from travel,
we have chosen to report emissions from
company cars and travel separately. As of
2019, we have a much better understanding
of our CO2 emissions derived from travel,
helping us in setting accurate goals and
achieve our environmental targets.

CO2 from company cars

2017*

2018

2019

Total kg

303 178

358 650

369 785

Kg/Employee

482,5

310,5

337,0

GRI 305 – 1 Direct (scope 1) GHG emissions, GRI 305-4 GHG emissions intensity
* The 2017 numbers only include data from Academic Work Sweden, from 2018 and onwards the
numbers are for the AW Group (except for Switzerland who has a different transportation solution
than cars that we lack the data from).

CO2 from company travel

2017

2018

2019*

Total kg

N/A

N/A

1 245 798

Kg/Employee

N/A

N/A

1 076

GRI 305 – 1 Direct (scope 1) GHG emissions, GRI 305 – 4 GHG emissions intensity
* We only have data from 2019 and onwards as we implemented a travel agent, before that we lacked
reliable data.

We encourage our employees to minimize their travel
and use digital alternatives when possible. And when
they do need to travel, they are enabled to prioritize
environmentally friendly options and make the most
of each trip.
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Paper consumption
In recent years, we have seen a steady
reduction of printed paper, a result of
digitalization within the recruitment and
employment processes (signing agreements
digitally, taking notes on computers during
interviews, etc.). Today, our main use of
paper is for marketing materials and we try
to use digital options as much as possible
for those as well. And we aim to use the
most sustainably produced paper available.

Paper consumption

2017*

2018

2019

Total kg

5 189

9 455

8 941

Kg/Employee

8,25

7,80

7,73

Disclosure 301-1 - Materials used by weight or volume
* The 2017 numbers only include data from Academic Work Sweden, from 2018 and onwards the
numbers are for AW Group which also explains the increase of total kg from 2017 to 2018
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Energy
As our group of companies grows, we strive
to reduce the energy (kilowatts) needed to
run our business by using energy-efficient
solutions wherever we can, like in our
offices with motion-triggered lightning.
The energy we still need should always
be from 100% renewable energy.
Comments on the results: At the end of
2018 and during 2019, we opened several
new and larger offices, which, along with
the fact that we now charge more hybrid
and electric cars, explains the increase of
total kwh. The increase per employee also
derives from the fact that new offices are
not yet fully occupied as we grow into
these new premises over time.

We strive to only use energy from renewable sources at all offices
within AW Group. In some office buildings, the choice of energy
supplier isn't up to us but instead the landlord. Even then though,
we try to urge the landlord to pursue renewable energy options.

Electricity

2017*

2018

2019

Total kw

326 541

673 218

1 421 062

Kw/Employee

519,5

553,9

1 228

GRI 302 – 1 Energy consumption within the organization,
305 – 4 GHG emissions intensity
* The 2017 numbers only include data from Academic Work Sweden, from 2018 and onwards
the numbers are for AW Group.

Share of renewable energy
2019 (AW Group)

78

2018 (AW Family)

3

19

70

18

2017* (Swe)

12

100
0%

20%
Renewable energy

40%

60%

80%

Non-renewable energy

* The 2017 numbers only include data from Academic Work Sweden, from 2018 and onwards the numbers are for the AW Group.
Unknown means we buy electricity through a landlord who have not yet disclosed what type of energy they in their turn buy.
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Supplier environmental assessments
We strive to collaborate with suppliers who have a high level
of ambition with regard to sustainability. We evaluate their
products, services, solutions, prices, terms and conditions, etc.
Also, we assess all new suppliers under three different sustainabilityrelated parameters: our Supplier Code of Conduct, Environmental
Management, and Quality Management. Depending on their
answers, the suppliers are either categorized as approved or
in need of improvement from a sustainability perspective.

Supplier Assessment *

2017

2018

2019

Total number of sustainable supplier assessments

70

118

224

Share of total spend from all sustainable suppliers

52%

51%

57%

Number of new sustainable supplier assessments

N/A

48

106

GRI 308 – 1 New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria
* The numbers listed in the table do not fully reflect the level of existing suppliers sharing our sustainability requirements.
We lack a complete data set since the sustainable supplier assessment has not yet been implemented in Germany and Switzerland.
This will change during 2020.
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Governance model
& guiding principles

Environmental Governance Model

Pre-study with ZeroMission

In 2019, we created a new Environmental
Governance Model that, in essence,
describes who has what environmental
responsibilities across AW Group and how
we report our progress toward achieving
specific goals for each company, country,
and department. The model will be
supported by tailored agendas that ensure
quality, quarterly follow-ups, enforcing
a number of Guiding Principles in various
environmental areas. It is also encouraged
for our companies in each country to add
specific directions and set goals beyond the
level described by those principles pertaining
to the environment, travel, transportation,
and food.

The benefit of using a travel agent for all
company travel during 2019 was to allow
us to continue accurately assessing the
complete environmental impact of our
travel. We brought in consultants from
ZeroMission to help us calculate all of our
emissions, and give us a better idea of
what we need to do in order to become
a climate-positive company. This gave us
a much better understanding of our total
environmental footprint, but also highlighted the areas we lack data for, showing
us where we need to focus in the future.
We found our greatest environmental
impact stems from our travel, company
cars, and office energy usage. We will
continue working to improve within these
areas while also focusing on collecting
better data and finding other environmental
blind spots to cover.

The guiding principles we have
created for AW Group are:
• Environmental Guiding Principles
• Travel Guiding Principles
• Transportation Guiding Principles
• Food Guiding Principles for food
consumption in work-related
activities

Read about potential risks concerning the planet →
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Carbon offsets
As a result of the pre-study from ZeroMission, we have decided to
compensate for our known CO2 emissions in 2019. We don’t believe
compensating our negative environmental impact makes up for those
emissions, but it is an important contribution to the environment
that we can make as a part of our journey toward making us a climatepositive business. Our environmental work focuses on reducing our
negative impact on the climate and environment, replacing as much
carbon-based energy as possible with renewable options, and
compensating for what we can’t yet replace or reduce. The 2019
emissions are being compensated in Q1, 2020, through a certified
project we have yet to select. This choice will be presented in next
year's sustainability report.
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Planet positive
initiatives during 2019

Minimizing our use of fossil fuels
In 2019, our 2018 initiative to electrify our car fleet continued.
Within our group of companies in Sweden, where the majority
of our company cars are located, we increased the number of
hybrid vehicles from 12 to 21 (a 75% growth) and the number of
fully electric vehicles (EV) from 1 to 13 (a 1200% growth). Hybrid
and EV cars now constitute 18,2% of our total car fleet within
AW Group in Sweden. We will focus on continuing this trend across
our markets and companies in 2020.

Break It Impact Challenge
In 2019, Academic Work Sweden, AW Academy Sweden and
Digitalent joined the Break It Impact Challenge. The challenge,
running for 30 days, included different climate challenges in various
topics including travel, workplace, suppliers, business model,
climate impact, and CO2 emissions compensation.

Eating for the planet
We continue to serve ecologically sustainable and locally produced
food products to the greatest possible extent. We also serve more
vegetarian food at events and conferences to set an important
standard within AW Group.
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Conference
In September 2019, Academic Work Sweden arranged a conference
for all employees in Åre, in northern Sweden. The purpose of this
conference was to focus on the climate, share time together
outdoors, do trekking, and be close to nature. Everything from the
transportation to the location, the agenda, and the on-site
activities were centered around addressing the need to reduce
our negative impact on the planet. This conference as a whole
encouraged our employees to act climate consciously, both
at work and elsewhere. We are glad to see that many of our
markets are choosing to travel to closer destinations for upcoming
conferences since we instated our new Guiding Principles.

Competition with Deedster
In connection to the conference in Åre, Academic Work Sweden
arranged a climate challenge competition, running for five weeks.
The challenge was hosted by Deedster and focused on different
ways to increase knowledge and awareness regarding climate
change. 557 employees attended the challenge divided into 107
different teams. The climate challenge competition created
a sense of team spirit and commitment to climate-conscious
activities. Altogether, the challenge added up to 24 038 completed
deeds, an average of 43 deeds per person, and a total reduction
of 122 951 kg of CO2. Even more importantly, we believe this
challenge helped to start and reinforce many new good environmental habits among our employees.

Zero waste, slow food & green energy
During 2019 our Munich City Branch in Germany initiated three
different workshops with external speakers in favor of the environment.
The topics were; zero waste, slow food and green energy. The
purpose with these events was to inspire co-workers to become
more engaged and informed on how they can contribute to a more
sustainable lifestyle.
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Growing our business profitably has been
our focus from the beginning in 1998.
Being a financially healthy company allows
us to build a great place to work, make
investments that help us remain our clients’
first choice, and ensure our relevance in
the future. Our strong finances offer our
employees stability and growth, allowing
us to create more jobs and help more
people develop their careers. We can also
provide the best offers to our clients,
helping them prosper through innovation
and increased potential. Ultimately,
as AW Group grows, our contribution
to individuals, society, and the planet
grows with it.
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Sustainable
growth

The key to our success has been, and will
always be, finding the right co-workers and
making them feel compelled to stay with us.
We want to offer a great place to work with
unparalleled possibilities for professional
growth. A sound financial foundation, in
combination with sustainable growth,
makes this possible. It also enables us to
invest in climate-friendly technology, work
with suppliers that meet the requirements
of our Supplier Environmental Assessment
and contribute to social projects on both
a national and international level. We want
our co-workers to be proud of being part
of AW Group.

Revenue in MEuro
500
400
350

382

2018

2019

308

300

263
233

250
200
150
100
50
0

2015

Since our start in 1998, we have enjoyed
a solid financial backbone. This has kept
us strong in times of economic growth
and when facing recessions. Despite
years of growth, our company culture
is still the same at its core and better than
ever. Our culture is also why we’ve grown
organically, not just for the sake of growth,
maintaining our values and making wellanalyzed, firmly anchored decisions
along the way.
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2016

2017

GRI 201 – 1 Direct economic value generated and distributed

AW Group as a way to enhance employee
engagement and encourage them to stay
with us. All profit is reinvested into the
company to support future growth.

Being privately owned, we have a longterm perspective on corporate matters like
investments and innovation. Our employees
have the opportunity to buy shares in
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During the period 2014–2019 the revenue growth for the
AW Group was 14,6% in average but in 2019 it dropped
13,6 percentage to 6,5%. The main explanation is the
slower growth on the Swedish market but 3,5 percentage is
due to exchange rate differences. The SEK has decreased
in value towards the EURO which has a great impact
on both revenue and EBITDA since approx. 63% of the
revenue and 80% of the EBITDA comes from SEK.
The EBITDA growth for 2019 was 15,2%, an increase with
7,8 percentage compared to 2018. Average growth for
the period 2014–2019 is 11%.

Percent
30

25
19,84%

18,53%

20

20,13%

14,66%
15
10,5%

EBITDA

10
10,3%

11,4%

8,05%

10,9%

8,06%

7,4%

5

6,5%

Revenue growth
0
2014

2015

2016

2017

* Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization.
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Contribution through
tax payments
It is important for us to make a positive contribution to the societies in
which we operate, and the tax we pay is a significant part of our wider
economic and social impact. High profits mean high tax contributions
that benefit a wide range of investments in our society.

Corporate income tax in MEuro
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Social security contribution in MEuro
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In addition to the above, we payed large VAT amounts on behalf of governments.
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Innovation
& technology
Our contemporary society is eager to explore innovative development
in every aspect of life – and so are we. We do so not only to meet
external expectations but also because it is in our DNA to find new,
clever ways to help people grow, both within our company and beyond.

Innovation is needed at all levels
We want to be a company where all employees challenge the current way of working,
striking a balance between executing our best
practices and questioning whether there are
new, smart ways to improve them. With a
Beat Yesterday attitude, we have the ambition to become a market leader in innovation.
This goal makes us challenge ourselves, our
methods, and our digital tools continuously.
We do this by asking what our clients,
consultants and candidates want, but also
by examining what the market offers and
what the latest scientific findings are telling
us. We believe the key to fostering innovation
is to keep experimenting and exploring new
ways to stay relevant to our clients. Since
2016, when we began to invest in start-ups,
we evaluate and test new ideas continuously.
We also try to collect all the great ideas we
can from within the organization that add
more value for our clients, as a part of our
pursuit to become every client’s first choice.

Our strategy
To be truly innovative, we have an outspoken “fail fast”-strategy that allows ideas
to promptly get tested in real life. We move
forward quickly while focusing on reducing
risk and testing as many new ideas as we
can. Whether the arena is software development, AI engines, external relations or

new business models, we are constantly
challenging our established models and
processes to generate innovation.
In 2019, AW Group invested in developing
this strategy further and augmented our
competence with external expertise.
We have advanced our strategic objectives
and will unlock new business opportunities
by merging our well-established knowhow in European staffing, recruiting,
and accelerated learning with first-class
technology and data-driven insights.

LinkedIn Talent
Awards 2019

Most Innovative
Recruitment
Company*
*Refers to Academic Work's Nordic markets
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I have certainly been around the globe,
but I have never found a match to the mix
of genuine interest in people, state-of-the-art
technology, and innovation drive that
is so characteristic for AW Group.
Jenny Smids
Group Strategy Director, AW Group
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Technology investments for the future
In spring 2019, we kicked off the work to build a new technology
platform, to further support our innovation strategy and business.
We aim to build a future-proof solution that will enable our
co-workers even further by having a flexible and solid support
system in place. In addition to making us a more compelling
company to work at, this technology will also reduce our environmental footprint by enabling remote collaboration and minimizing
the need for travel. Last but certainly not least, the technology
we are now putting into place will allow us to leverage data in
a way that will increase the value we bring to clients, candidates,
and consultants by meeting their needs in an even more timely
manner. GDPR, information security, and immutability lie at the
very center of all our tech investments.
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Ethical business
& anti-corruption
We value strong business ethics and want to collaborate with people
who share our convictions. To us, ethical business is the foundation
of sustainable business growth.

Our anti-corruption policy
There are a number of formal rules that
provide a framework for conducting ethical
business. To make sure we operate within
this framework, we have implemented an
anti-corruption policy that states that our
employees may not offer, give, request, or
accept bribes. We expect that our partners
and their representatives act according to
the same principles for ethical business
practices.

procedures, especially in relation to the way
we work with creating awareness around
our anti-corruption policy. We decided
on improvements regarding the reporting
of misconduct and we also decided to
implement a training program regarding
our anti-corruption policy during 2020.
GRI 205 – 1 Operations assessed for risks related to
corruption.

During 2019, we performed an analysis
of our routines and processes for anticorruption. As a result of this analysis
we decided to change some internal

Read about potential risks concerning ethical business →
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Innovation highlights
during 2019

European Excellence Awards – Science & Education
AW Academy Norway were nominated for the European Excellence
Award in Science & Education for our marketing campaign, “Time to
Change Careers” with Nucleus PR Agency. The campaign contains two
short films addressing the feeling of being stuck in a dead-end job
and received a strong response immediately. Over 2 000 candidates
signed up for tests for a program that admitted 15 consultants. The
program was so popular that the recruitment process was closed in
just one month, two months before the predicted deadline.

Magnet Awards – Campaign for experienced
AW Academy Norway's campaign “Time to Change Careers” won silver
in the Experienced Candidates category at Magnet Employer Branding
Awards. Magnet Awards honors this year’s best communication work
within employer branding and recruitment in Norway. The campaign
was evaluated on the basis of strategy (25%), creativity (25%), and
impact (50%).
It feels great that our efforts to enable career changes within the
IT sector get noticed, and we are humbled to be seen alongside
several of Norway’s most established employers.
– Johan Bäck Persson, Managing Director, AW Academy Norway.

Client Experience Survey (CX-Survey)
In 2019, we introduced the CX-Survey for Academic Work in all markets
except Switzerland. The survey is sent to a broader set of clients and
includes in-depth questions about our offers and services. Our clients
receive it once a year, but thanks to data segmentation, we get answers
from clients every month. The results are gathered in an insight portal
where we can use the data to guide our future actions and improve the
client experience. This helps us in our long-term goal to become every
client’s first choice.
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Potential risks
People & Society
Potential risks concerning human rights

Actions

• Discrimination, internally or externally,
within the recruitment process.

• A robust recruitment process designed to
eliminate the risk of bias and unfair decisions.

• Third-party suppliers not living up to our code
of conduct or fair and proper employment
conditions.

• Training and customized activities for better
leadership and support through different
learning methods.
• Our suppliers must sign our code of conduct.

Potential risks concerning our consultants

Actions

• Life as a consultant can be uncertain when
it comes to the duration, location and type
of work.

• Transparent conditions in the consultant
recruitment process.
• A well-defined process to review the consultant’s
experience of the workplace environment before,
during, and after an assignment.

• AW Group is accountable for the consultants
working at our clients.

• Continuous meetings and dialogue.

Actions

Potential risks concerning internal
employees

• Foster strong, positive relationships between
managers and employees.

• We are a results-driven organization. Setting
high goals has built our success and is an intrinsic
part of our culture. This approach can create
stress and psychosocial challenges.

• Recurring meetings where this issue and
existing support is discussed.
• Yearly and weekly employee feedback surveys.

• It can be hard to ask for support within
a performance culture.

Potential risks concerning society

Actions

• Our donations could potentially help finance
other parties, projects or individuals than
intended.

• Recurring meetings with people accountable
within Response Network.
• An established follow-up structure for the
projects we finance.

• That Response Network is violating basic human
rights, without our knowledge.

• A well-defined budget is implemented on
a yearly basis.
• Twice a year AW Group co-workers travel to Zambia
in order to follow up the projects personally on site.
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Planet
Potential risks concerning the planet

Actions:

• Our presence can potentially have a negative
impact on the communities, cities, and countries
we operate in.

• A new Governance Model and set of Guiding
Principles have been established within AW Group.
• We compensate CO2 emissions that currently
cannot be avoided.

Financial Performance
Potential risks concerning ethical business

Actions:

• Incorrect financial data, either
unintentional or caused by fraud.

• A documented anti-corruption policy is included
in the onboarding program for all co-workers within
AW Group.

• Co-workers could, with or without intention, use
their position in a way that interferes with our beliefs
and anti-corruption policy.

• Anti-corruption is further highlighted in an
e-learning course.
• Employees working within our finance department
need to pass an internal e-course, “Finance Code
of Conduct,” on a yearly basis.
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Thank you for reading!
Read more about AW Group at aw.com
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